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1. Introduction 
1.1. Topological axioms have been introduced by Herrlich [6] as a means for a 
description of 'well-behaved' subcategories of the functor-structured categories 
S(F). Each topological category has such a description, but the collection of topo- 
logical axioms under consideration is usually large. It has been natural to ask 
whether some of the basic topological categories, notably Top itself, has a presenta- 
tion by a small set of topological axioms in some S(F). We give a full answer to 
this type of questions for topological categories over Set, or over Set °p. Tbe 
general problem for topological categories over an arbitrary base category cannot 
be completely settled by our method, and we explain why. 
The necessary and sufficient condition for small presentability over Set which we 
exhibit below shows that the important topological categories like Top, Unif, etc. 
do not have a presentation either by a small set of topological axioms, or by co- 
axioms. In this way, our paper only affirms the intuition that the natural arge 
presentations one has, cannot be improved. Furthermore, we show that for topo- 
logical categories of relational structures [i.e., subcategories of S(F) where F is a 
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coproduct of hom-functors], a small presentation exists iff there is a small dense set 
of locally generated objects. 
1.2. Let f be a base-category. Recall that a concrete category ~ over f (i.e., a 
category together with a faithful and amnestic functor into d, denoted by K ~ I KI 
on objects, and by f~ . f  on maps) is topological [6] if (i) each structured source in 
Y has an initial object, and (ii) the fibre 
~[X] = {K• ~; IKI =x} 
is a small set for each Xe  S. There is a natural ordering on the fibre W[X], viz., 
K<_K" iff idx : K--,K' is a morphism. All fibres W[X] of a topological category are 
complete lattices. 
For example, for each functor F :  J( --, Set, the functor-structured category S(F) 
is topological. The objects of S(F) are (X, a) where Xe  5 r and a c_ FX, and mor- 
phisms are f : (X, a)---' (Y, fl) where f : X ~ Y fulfils Ff(a)c_ ft. 
An identity-carried morphism in S(F) is called a topological axiom, and is 
denoted by 
y~ y* [Z] 
instead of idz : (Z, y) ~ (Z, y*). An object (X, u) of S(F) is said to satisfy this axiom 
if each morphism f :  (Z, y)~(X,  a) in S(F) is also a morphism f :  (Z, 9'*)~(X, a) in 
S(F). Any collection of topological axioms gives rise to a full subcategory of S(F), 
formed by all objects satisfying each of the considered axioms. 
By a presentation of a concrete category W is meant a set-valued functor F and 
a collection of topological axioms in S(F) such that the resulting full subcategory 
of S(F) is concretely isomorphic with W. (That is, there exists an isomorphism of 
categories which commutes with the underlying functors.) If the collection of 
axioms is small, we speak about a small presentation. 
It has been proved by Herrlich [6] that a concrete category ~Y has a presentation 
iff ~ is topological. 
1.3. Examples. (a) The category of pseudotopological spaces [4] has a small presen- 
tation. Denote by U:Set~Set  he following functor. For each set X, 
UX= {(q/,x); o// an ultrafilter on X, and xeX},  
and for each map f :  X~ Y, 
Uf : ( o//, x) ~ (f[ 0//],f(x)), 
where f[q/] = { V c_ Y ; f - I (v )•  ~//}. A pseudotopology on a set X is completely 
determined by its ultrafilter convergence, and hence, can be considered as a subset 
of UX; using this convention, the only axiom a pseudotopology must fulfil is the 
following: 
(.f, x) • a for each x • X, 
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where x is the ultrafilter determined by x. The above condition is expressed by the 
following topological axiom in S(U): 
{(6,0)} [{0}l. 
Hence, this single axiom presents the category of pseudotopological spaces in S(U). 
(b) The category of topological spaces has a natural presentation i S(U) but it 
does not have a small presentation i any S(F), see [3]. 
(c) The category of quasidiscrete spaces (i.e., topological spaces in which a union 
of closed sets is always closed) has a small presentation. In fact, this category is con- 
cretely isomorphic to the category of preordered sets. Let H 2 denote the hom- 
functor of a two-point set, then S(H2) is the category of graphs. The following two 
axioms present he category of quasidiscrete spaces (or, that of preordered sets): 
Reflectivity ~ ~ ~ [{0}] 
Transitivity I- 0-~ i-~:2 [{0,1,2}]. 
1.4. Remark. Menu and Pultr [8] have characterized functor-structured categories 
over Set, in other words, they showed which topological categories over Set can be 
presented without axioms. Their result is interrelated with our characterization 
below. 
A topological category ~ over Set is concretely isomorphic to a functor- 
structured category iff the following hold: 
(i) Each fibre is a complete atomic boolean algebra. 
(ii) For each map f "  X--, Y and each atom in ~[X], the corresponding final ob- 
ject is an atom in f [Y] .  
(iii) Any morphism with a discrete co-domain has a discrete domain. 
1.5. Acknowledgement. We gratefully acknowledge interesting discussions with J. 
Rosick~,. 
2. Necessary conditions 
2.1. In what follows we denote by n a fixed small collection of objects in the base 
category 5 r. 
Let ~Y be a concrete category. For each object K of ~r denote by tgnK the final 
object of the sink of all morphisms f :  L ~K with L e ~, ILl e n. Then K is said to 
be n-generated provided that K= ignK. And K is strongly n-generated if there is a 
single final morphism f :  L ~K with ILle n. We denote by o(ng[X] the subposet of 
~[X] formed by all n-generated objects. If ~ is a topological category, then 
~g[X] is closed under joins in ~[X] and hence, is a complete lattice. Each object 
in ~ng[X] is a join of strongly n-generated objects. 
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Recall that the least object of the fibre J([X] is called the discrete object. An ob- 
ject of ~Y is said to be n-discrete if 3nK is discrete. In other words, any morphism 
L--, K, L e In [, is also a morphism from L into the discrete JY-object. We denote by 
Wnd[X] the subposet of :g[X] formed by all n-discrete objects. If J( is a topo- 
logical category, then ~,d[X] is closed under meets in J([X] and hence, is a com- 
plete lattice. 
2.2. Examples. (a) Let n be an infinite regular cardinal (considered, as usual, as the 
set of all smaller ordinals). A topological space K is n-generated in ~ = Top iff for 
every x e K and A ___ K, x ~ cl A implies x e cl B for some B c A with card B < n. And 
K is n-discrete iff each set A c_ K of cardinality <n is closed in K. 
(b) For each functor F :  S~Set  we define a subfunctor Fn on objects Xe  of by 
F,,X= U U Ff(FY), 
Yen f:  Y~X 
and on maps f by the domain-range r striction of Ff. Then n-generated objects of 
S(F) are precisely all (X, a) with a c_ FnX. And n-discrete objects are all (X, a) with 
a c_ FX-  FnX. 
For example, let n be a cardinal and let P :Set~Set  be the power-set functor. 
Then P~X= {Me_ X; card M<n}. An object (X, a) of S(P) is n-generated [or n- 
discrete] iff a contains only sets of cardinality smaller than n [or, larger or equal 
to n, respectively]. 
2.3. Definition. A concrete category J( is said to have decomposable objects if there 




Each ~-object K has a unique decomposition as a join K= GvV 
in ~Y[X] (X= IKI) such that GE~ng[X ] and ~ is a set of atoms 
of JY, d[X], and this join is distributive.l 
For each atom of ~d [X] and each S-map from X to Y the cor- 
responding final object is either an atom of ~nd[Y], or it is a 
strongly n-generated object. 
2.4. Remark. The unicity requirement makes (Decomp) a very strong condition: 
(a) ~,d[X] is a complete atomic boolean algebra for each X. 
In fact, each K e ~,d[X] has a unique decomposition K= G v V ~ where G is n- 
generated and, due to G<_K, n-discrete. Thus, G is discrete, and hence K= V 9. The 
map K ~ ~ defines an isomorphism of ~nd[X] onto the set algebra of all sets of 
atoms of ~.d [XI. 
(b) ~nd[X] is closed under joins in ~/[X]. 
I A join K= Vi~tKi is distributive if KAL  = Vi~t(KiAL) for each L. 
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In fact, let D= VieiDi be a join in W[X] with D i e Wna[X]. This join is distributive 
because the decompositions D i -V  ~i of O i yield the decomposition D = V UiEI ~i 
of D. Given a morphism f :  L---,D, ILl e n, let £ denote the corresponding final ob- 
ject. Then £___D and hence, / :=/ :AD= V{/:AD0; Doe ~C-~ i for some ie I}.  Since £ 
is strongly n-generated, each £/XDo is discrete and hence, so is £. 
• (c) Given objects K1-K2 with K2 = Gv V ~ decomposed as above, then 
KleWng[X] implies K I_<G, and 
Kl e Snd[X] implies KI < V ~. 
In fact, for each K l e 5,g[X], since V ~ is n-discrete, using the distributivity of 
decomposition, we obtain 
K 1 =K 1A(Gv V 9) = (K1A G) Y (K1A V~)  =Kl A G 




2.5. Theorem. Each topological category with a small presentation has decom- 
posable objects. 
Proof. We can assume that a full subcategory 5 of some S(F) is given which is 
presented by a small collection 
7i~-Y*[Zi], ie I  
of topological axioms. We verify the conditions of the above definition for n = 
{Zi; i eI}. We first show some facts in the notation of 2.2(b) above. 
(a) Given (X, a) ~ S(F) then 
a)eW iff (X, anFnX)eS .  
from the fact that each morphism f : (Z i , ) ' i )~(X,a)  fulfils 
(b) (X, a) is n-generated in W iff a c_FnX. 
In fact, any n-generated object (X, a) is, due to (a), equal to (X, anFnX).  Con- 
versely, if aCF,  X, we have a final sinkf j :L j - , (X,a)  ( je J )  in S(F) with [Lj[ en,  
and since 5 is a reflective modification of S(F) (see [6]), the W-reflections 
id:Lj ~ Lj* yield a final sink f j : L j  ~(X, a) in 5. Hence (X, a) is n-generated. 
(c) (X,a) is n-discrete in 5 iff (X, aOF, X) is discrete in 5. 
In fact, assuming (X,a) is n-discrete, then for each teanF ,  X we choose 
f :  Y~X,  Ye n, and seFY  with t =Ff(s). Let K denote the W-reflection of (Y, {s}); 
then f :  K ~ (X, or) is a W-morphism. Hence, f :  K ~ D is a W-morphism, where D is 
discrete in 5, and we conclude that t lies in the structure of the discrete W-object. 
Moreover, (X, anFnX)  e 5 by (a) above and hence, (X, aOFnX) is discrete. 
Conversely, if (X, aAFnX) is discrete, then any morphism from Le.gf with 
ILl e n into (X, a) is also a morphism from L into the discrete W-object and hence, 
(X, a) is n-discrete. 
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(d) The atoms in ~nd[X] are exactly the objects (X, 6xU {t}), where (X, fix) is the 
discrete X-object, and t ~ FX-  FnX is arbitrary. 
This follows from (c) and (a) above. 
(e) Every object (X, a )e  W has the following decomposition: 
(X,a)=(X, aAF .X)v  V (X,6xO{t}) 
tea -F .X  
in JY[X] where (X, anFnX ) is n-generated and (X, 6xU {t}) are atoms in Wnd[X]. 
(f) The preceding decomposition is unique: let 
(X ,a) : (X ,¢)v  V (X,6xU{ti}) 
i~ I  
in W[X] where flc_F.X and teFX-F .X .  Then a=~U{ti ; ie I} because, by 
(a), the object (X, flU{ti; is I})  lies in ~Y. Consequently, f l=anF .X  and {ti} = 
a-FnX. 
(g) The join in (e) is distributive. 
In fact, since ~ is closed under meets (more generally, under initial objects) in 
S(F), for each J(-object (X,,8) we have 
(x, a) A (X, p) =(X, an/ ) 
=(x, an f lnF .x )v  V (X,6xU{t}) 
t e ct O fl - F, X 
=[(x, anF.X)A(X,#)]A V [(X,6xU{t})A(X,#)]. 
tea -F ,X  
To prove (Atom) above, let f :(X, 6x O { t }) ~ ( Y, fl) be final, t e FX-  F n X. Then 
either Ff(t) ¢ F~ Y, in which case fl = 6y O {Ff(t)} [because, by (a), (Y, 6y U {Ff(t)}) 
is a ~-object] and hence, (Y, fl) is an atom of ~,d[Y]. Or, Ff(t)eF~ Y and then 
(Y, #) is strongly n-generated: let g : Z~ Y, Ze  n, be a map with Ff(t) eFg(FZ), and 
choose seFZ with Ff(t) =Fg(s). Then, ifL is the ~-reflection of (Z, {s}), we see that 
g : L ~ ( Y, fl) is final. 
2.6. Locally generated objects. Recall from [5] that an object K of a category is 
locally generated if there exists a cardinal k such that for each k-directed union 
L= Ui~imi of monos m i :L i~L,  an arbitrary morphism K-~L factors through 
some mi. We shall use a weaker concept for a concrete category ~/and a class 
of monos in the base category W: 
An object K of ~/is ~-concretely locally generated if there exists a cardinal k such 
that for each k-directed union L=Ui~tmi of ~-monos mi 'L i~L  (in ~/) the 
following holds: 
(,) An arbitrary morphism K~L in ~ factoring in Y through some 
my factors also in =~ through some m]. 
That is, given a ~-morphism f : K--*L and an ~-map p'lK[--* [Lj[ (j ~ I) with 
f=mjp,  there exists a o%morphism q:K~L i  (ieI) with f=miq. 
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We drop the sign J in case ~' is the class of all identity maps in of. Explicitly, 
an object K is concretely locally generated if there exists a cardinal k such that for 
each k-directed join L = Vie lL i  in some ~-fibre, an arbitrary morphism K~L is 
also a morphism K~Li  for some ieL 
2.7. Observations. (a) If the base category has locally generated objects, then in each 
concrete category, an object is mono-concretely ocally generated iff it is locally 
generated. 
(b) Let each non-trivial mono (i.e., a mono whose domain is not the initial object) 
in the base category split. Then in a topological category, each concretely locally 
generated object is mono-concretely locally generated. 
To prove this, let K be concretely locally generated with the corresponding car- 
dinal k. For each k-directed union L=Uietm i of monos mi'Li--,L we have to 
verify (*). Since the union is directed, we can clearly assume that the given mor- 
phism f :  K~L factors in f through each mj ( j  e J) and that the mj are non- 
trivial. Then we can choose ej:lLl- lzjl with ejmj-id, and p j :K~L j  with 
f= mdp i. Let Lj* be the final object with respect o mj. Since ejmj is a ~-morphism 
and mj:Lj ~L~ is final, we conclude that ej:L; ~Lj is a JY-morphism. Further- 
more, L=ViezL* and hence, there exists j~ I  such that f :K~L;  is a ~"- 
morphism. Consequently, e J :  K~L j  is a W-morphism, and since f=mjpj = 
mjejmip J = mjeJ, the proof is concluded. 
Corollary. In a topological category over Set, an object is concretly locally 
generated iff it is locally generated. 
2.8. Proposition. Each topological category with a small presentation has concretely 
locally generated objects. 
Proof. We can assume that a topological category JY is given which is a full sub- 
category of S(F) determined by a small collection 
~i I-- 77 [Zi] fo r  i ~ I 
of topological axioms. We then prove that each ~Y-object is concretely locally 
generated. First, let k0 be a regular cardinal arger than card Yi for each i e L Then 
~( is closed under k0-directed joins in S(F). That is, given a k0-directed collection 
L1 = (Yj,/~ j) of objects of ~[Y] ,  j e J ,  the object L=(Y, ~i~jflj ) lies in ~[Y]  (and 
hence, L = Vj ~ j Lj). In fact, for each morphism f :  (Zi, Yi) ~ L we have Ff(yi) _ 
[.Ji~jfl j and, since cardFf(yi)<k o, there is j e J  with Ff(yi)c_Bj. Then 
f :  (Zi, yi)--,Lj is a morphism which implies that f :  (Zi, y*)~L j  is a morphism, and 
consequently, so is f :  (Zi, y*) ~L. Thus, L satisfies all of the axioms above, i.e., 
Le~.  
To prove that ~-object K= (X, tt) is concretely locally generated, we choose a 
regular cardinal k > card a + k 0. Let L = VjejLj be a k-directed join in ~[Y] ,  Lj = 
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(Y, ~j). Then L=(Y, Ujej ~j). Each morphism f : K--' L fulfils Ff(a) c_ Uj~j flj. 
Since card Ff(ct) < k, there is j e J with Ff(a) c flj. Then f :  K ~ Lj is a :Amorphism, 
which concludes the proof. 
3. Sufficient conditions 
3.1. Remark. Let 5 r be a cocomplete and g-co-wellpowered (g, J)-category. Recall 
that an object S is an d-separator provided that any object is an g-quotient of some 
co-power of S. As proved in [7, 23.14], it follows that Y is also complete and well- 
powered. (The proof in [7] is formulated ually, and with g = all epis, but the 
generalization is obvious.) 
Any 'reasonable' base category is a cocomplete, co-well powered (epi, regular 
mono) -category with a separator. These assumptions are sufficient for the suffi- 
cient condition: 
3.2. Theorem. Let ,Y be a topological category over a cocomplete, g-cowellpowered 
( g, ~)-category with an g-separator. ,Y has a small presentation provided that the 
objects of ~ are both decomposable and .¢Z-concretely locally generated. 
Proof. Let n be a small collection satisfying (Decomp) and (Atom) in 2.3. Define 
a set-valued functor F:  Y~Set on objects by FX=FgXUFdX, where FgX= 
{Ke ~[X]; K is strongly n-generated}, and FaX is the set of all atoms of ~Yna[X]. 
For each map f :  X~ ¥, the function Ff sends each ~-object KeFX to the cor- 
responding final ~/-object Ff(K). It is clear that KeFgX implies Ff(K)eFgY, and 
by (Atom), if KeFdX, then Ff(K)eFgYUFdY. Thus, F is a well-defined functor. 
We have a concrete functor E :  ~"~S(F) defined on objects K of JY by 
EK = (X, aK), where X= ]K I and 
a K = {LeFX; L<_K}. 
Then (Decomp) guarantees that K= Vux in ~[X]. In fact, if K= G V V ~ as in 
(Decomp), then ~ c_ FaX and G is a join of strongly n-generated objects. It follows 
that E is a full concrete mbedding. 
To define the appropriate topological axioms in S(F), we first choose a regular 
cardinal k such that any ~-object K with IKI e n fulfils (,) in 2.6 for each k-directed 
union L = U mi, mi e dg. Such a cardinal exists since the collection Uxe,  w[x] is 
small. Furthermore, we choose an g-separator S of 5 r and a small collection ri con- 
taining nU {S} closed under coproducts of fewer than k objects, and under g- 
quotients. We are going to prove that ~ is presented in S(F) by the following small 
collection of topological axioms: 
y~y* [Z] for all Z¢~ff and yC_FgZ, 
where y*= {L eFZ; for the join Vy in og[Z], L-<Vy}. 
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That is, given an S(F)-object (X,a) we prove that a=ar  for some Ke~ iff 
(X, a) satisfies all the given axioms. 
A. Let a = aK. For each morphism f :  (Z, y)--,(X, at)  and each L e y we have 
Ff(L)ea~:,  i.e., f : L~K is a ~-morphism. Consequently, f : k /y~K is a ~- 
morphism and hence, f :  (Z, y*)-~(X, ax) is an S(F)-morphism. 
B. Let (X, a) satisfy all of the above axioms. Let m i : Yi ~ X (i e I)  be the collec- 
tion of all M-subobjects of X in Y~ such that Yi e~q. Then X= Uie lmi  (as a union 
of ~'-monos in Y) because ri contains the ¢'-separator S and each of its quotients. 
Hence, each morphism f :  S- - ,X  factors as e: S~ Y/e ~ followed by m i for some 
i e I .  For each i e I ,  let (Yi, fli) be the initial subobject of (X,a) in S(Fg), i.e., 
fli = { L e F e Yi; Fmi(L) e a}. 
Then fli~fl*[~.] is one of the above topological axioms and hence, 
mi : ( Yi, fl*) ~ (X, a) 
is a morphism in S(F), for each i e I. Denote by K the object of ~[X] for which 
the sink of all mi:V f l i~K,  ie I ,  is final, where Vfli is formed in J([Y/]. Then 
K= U mi 
i~ I  
is a k-directed union of M-monos m i :V f l i~K in ~. (In fact, since IKI = ~m i in 
Y and K is final, it follows that  K=Um i in J(. Given Jc_I  with cardJ<k,  we 
have I I j~j Yj e ~, and the M-image of the canonical morphism I.[j~j mj, which lies 
in the sink in question, contains each mj.) 
B1. If aC_FgX, we prove that a=at¢. 
First, a c_ ar  because ach He a is strongly n-generated and hence, there is a 
final morph ismf :Ho~H,  where Hoen.  Let m i be the ~'-image of f in  ~ f=mie  
with eeg.  Then H=Ff(Ho)=Fmi(Fe(Ho))  and since He a, we have Fe(Ho)~fli. 
This implies that mi:Fe(Ho)~K is a ~(-morphism, and therefore, H= 
Fm i (Fe(Ho)) e Ctl¢. 
Conversely, a/~ c__ a, since any H e a/~ is strongly n-generated. (In fact, fli ~ Fg Yi 
implies that k/fli is n-generated and hence, K is n-generated. By (Decomp) in 2.4, 
H<_K implies that H is n-generated and therefore, HeFgX. )  Let f :Ho- - ,H  be a 
final morphism, where ]H01e n. Then H0 has the property (.) of 2.6 with respect 
to the k-directed union K-- ~ m i where H0 plays the role of K, and K plays the role 
of L. The morphism f :  Ho- 'K  factors in of through some mi, viz.,  the M-image 
of f. Consequently, f factors through some mi, i e I, in ~, i.e., we have a JY- 
morphism q : Ho ~ V fli with mf = miq. Then Fq(Ho) e fl* and since m i : (Y/, fl*) --~ 
(X, a) is a morphism, we conclude that 
H = Ff(Ho) = Fmi(Fq(Ho) ~ ct. 
B2. If ct is arbitrary, we prove that ot = axvr, ,  where K'= V(aNFdX ) (and both 
joins are understood in ~[X]). 
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First, we observe that the object (X, aAFgX) satisfies all of the above topo- 
logical axioms ),by* [Z]. In fact, for each morphism f : (Z ,  y)~(X,  anFgX)  we 
have a morphism f : (Z ,y*)~(X,a) ,  and since y*C_FgZ, this implies Ff(y*)c_ 
aOFgX, and therefore, f : (Z,  y*)-,(X, anFgX)  is a morphism. By B1, we con- 
clude that 
anFgX=ax.  
Therefore, a c_ arvK, because ach object L ~ a is either strongly n-generated, and 
then L eanFgX=aK c_ arvlc, or L is an n-discrete atom, and then L EaAFdXC_ 
t~ K, U_ t~Kv K,. 
Conversely, aXvlc c_ a. In fact, since K is n-generated, and K' is n-discrete, for 
each LeaKvzc we have, by 2.4, either L<_K and hence L~aKc_a (in case L is 
strongly n-generated), or L<_K' and hence L ~ anFdX (in case L is an n-discrete 
atom). 
3.3. Example. We present a functor F :Top~Set  such that S(F) does not have ~-  
concretely locally generated objects for any factorization system (~, ~)  in Top. 
For each space X, let FX be the set of all connected components. Each continuous 
map f :  X--, Y preserves connected sets, and hence, we can define Ff: FX~FY by 
f(M) c_ Ff(M) for each Me FX. Denote by 2 = {0, 1 } the discrete space, and consider 
the object (2,F2) of S(F). For each factorization system (¢, J )  and each regular 
cardinal k we exhibit a k-directed union of ,~-subobjects such that (.) of 2.6 fails. 
Denote by 
T=kx[O, 1)U{(k,O)} 
the ordered topological space where k × [0, 1) carries the lexicographic order of the 
product of k = {i; i ordinal, i< k} and the real interval [0, 1), and (k, 0) is the largest 
element. For each i<k, let L i be the subspace of T obtained by deleting all points 
(j,x) with j> i  and x ,0 .  The inclusion maps mi:Li--* T, i<k, define a final 
topology L on the set I T ], L < T, and it is clear that (a) each m i : Li --" L is a regular 
mono (hence, mi~J/g), (b) no proper mono m:A--,L contains each m i (hence, 
L = Uielmi as a union of ~-monos) and (c) L is connected. On the other hand, 
each Li is disconnected and one of the components is {(k,0)}. Thus, we have 
monos 
mi:(Li, { {(k, 0)} })~(L, {Z}) 
in S(F) with (L, {L})= Umi . This union is k-directed. Nevertheless, the morphism 
f :(2,F2)- '(L,{L}) 
defined by f(O)= (0,0) and f(1)=(k,O) does not factor through any m i in S(F) 
[because the Li-component of f(O)--(0, O) is different from {(k, 0)}], although it is 
a continuous map f :  2~Li. 
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Remark. The above example shows that, for topological categories over Top, the 
sufficient condition of 3.2 is, unfortunately, not necessary. This is not caused by 
the fact that Top itself does not have locally generated objects. An analogous ex- 
ample can be exhibited over pseudotopological spaces: for the above functor 
F :Top~Set  and for the reflector R : PTop-~Top of pseudotopological spaces, the 
category S(FR) does not have locally generated objects. And yet, PTop itself has 
a small presentation ver Set (1.3) and hence, has locally generated objects (2.7, 2.8). 
4. Necessary and sufficient conditions 
4.1. Theorem. A topological category over Set has a small presentation iff  it has 
both decomposable and locally generated objects. 
In fact, since by Corollary 2.7 the various concepts of local generation considered 
above are equivalent, his is a corollary of 2.5, 2.8 and 3.2. 
Remark. The same result holds for topological categories over R-Vect, the category 
of vector spaces over a field R. 
Example. Top does not have a small presentation over Set. The category of topo- 
logical vector spaces does not have a small presentation over R-Vect. 
The first has been established in [3] by verifying that there is no cardinal n such 
that the lattices of all n-discrete spaces are boolean. Hence, Top does not have 
decomposable objects. The latter is analogous. 
4.2. Remark. The category Top has a very natural presentation using the con- 
travariant power-set functor P - .  This motivates the study of functor-structured 
categories also for contravariant functors F:  Y-,Set. The objects of S(F) are, 
again, pairs (X, a) with a c_ FX. Morphisms f :  (X, a) ~ (Y, fl) are f-maps such that 
t e fl implies Ff(t)~ a. Each identity-carried morphism (Z, y*)~(Z, y) in S(F) is call- 
ed a topological co-axiom and denoted by y*-~ y [Z]. An object (X, a) satisfies this 
co-axiom iff each morphism f :  (X, a)~(Z, y) is also a morphism f :  (X, a)--,(Z, y*). 
By a small co-presentation f a concrete category JY is meant a contravariant func- 
tor F and a small collection of topological co-axioms in S(F) such that ~Y is con- 
cretely isomorphic to the full subcategory of S(F) formed by all objects satisfying 
each of the given co-axioms. As proved by Herrlich [6], each topological category 
has a co-presentation. For example, Top has a co-presentation i  S(P-) by the 
following large collection of topological co-axioms: 
{0, z} [Zl 
{u, v, unv}- {u, v} [Zl 
{ v/}i iu{0} --] { vi}i l [Zl 
for all Z, 
for all Z and U, VeP-Z ,  
for all Z, V ieP-Z  (ieI), Vo= U v/. 
i~I 
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We can dualize the concept of concretely locally generated objects. An object K 
is said to be concretely ocally cogenerated if there is a cardinal k such that for each 
k-directed meet L = AiEILi in a fibre of ~, any morphism L--'K is also a mor- 
phism L i~K for some ie I .  Also, we dualize decomposability to co- 
decomposability (based on n-cogenerated objects, i.e., initial objects for sources 
where ranges have underlying objects in n, and n-indiscrete objects, i.e., objects K 
such that any morphism K~L with L e n, is also a morphism from the indiscrete 
object into L). 
4.3. Theorem. A topological category over Set has a small co-presentation iff it has 
both co-decomposable and concretely locally cogenerated objects. 
Proof. Any topological category 3f over Set defines a topological category ~op 
over Set °p. Since, by 2.7(b), the concepts of concretely locally generated object and 
mono-concretely locally generated object are equivalent over Set °p, we know that 
a topological category over Set °p has a small presentation iff it has decomposable 
and concretely locally generated objects (see 2.5, 2.8 and 3.2). 
Example. Top does not have a small co-presentation. In fact, the Sierpinski space 
S= {0, l} with {0} open, is not concretely locally cogenerated. To show this, for 
each cardinal k, denote by L the topological space on the set k+ 1 = {i; i<_k} in 
which each {i}, i<k, is open and the neighbourhood base of k is the collection 
{i; i0< i<_ k} for all i0< k. For each n < k denote by Ln the coproduct of the discrete 
space n and the indiscrete space {i; n<_i<_k}. Then L=An<k L. is a k-directed 
meet, but the morphism f :  L~S defined by f( i)=0 if i4:k, f(k)= 1 is not a mor- 
phism f :  L n ~ S for any n < k. 
4.4. Recall that a functor F :  of.._, Set is small if it is a colimit of a small diagram 
of hom-functors. Topological categories having any presentation i  S(F) with F 
small have been characterized in [2] as precisely those which have a small dense col- 
lection of objects. That is, a small collection ~/such that any object K is final w.r.t. 
the sink UA e~ hom(A, K). 
Theorem. A topological category ~ over Set has a small presentation in some S(F) 
with F small i ff  ~ has a small dense collection of locally generated objects. 
Proof. The necessity follows from 3.2 plus Corollary 2.7 and the mentioned result 
in [2]. The sufficiency follows from the proof of 3.2. Let d be a small dense collec- 
tion of locally generated objects. Then each ~-object is first locally generated and 
second, n-generated for n--{ [A[; A e~/}. Thus, ~ has a small presentation in 
S(Fg), and Fg is a small functor, viz., a quotient of HA e g horn(A,-) .  
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4.5. Counter-examples. We present examples of topological categories over Set 
which show that no condition in the characterization Theorem 4.1 can be left out. 
(A) A topological category with decomposable objects need not have a small 
presentation, even if it has a small dense set of objects. 
Let F= H2 = horn({0, 1}, - ) .  Then S(F) is the category of directed graphs. Each 
graph is 3-generated where 3 = {0, 1, 2}, and the finite set of all graphs K with [K[ e 3 
is dense. We exhibit a topological category W with a presentation i S(H2) which 
does not have a small presentation. Nevertheless, ~Y has decomposable objects 
(because ach object is 3-generated) and a finite dense set. We use the following 
(mild) set-theoretical ssumption: 
(M) There exists a cardinal a such that no larger cardinal is relatively 
measurable, i.e., allows a non-trivial a-additive two-valued 
measure. 
Then there exists a large class (Z i, yi),  i e I, of graphs which is rigid, i.e., the only 
morphisms f : (Z i, yi)~(Zj, yj) in S(H2) are f - - id  in case i=j, see [9]. We present 
in S(H2) by the following collection of topological axioms: 
~i ~-" 22 [Zi] for each i e I. 
To prove that a~ does not have a small presentation, we show that the single arrow 
K2=({0, 1}, {(0, 1)} is not locally generated in ~. First, observe that a~ contains 
each proper subobject L of each (Zi, Yi) (because no morphism f :  (Zj, yj)~L, j ~ I, 
exists and hence, L satisfies the above axioms by default). In particular, K2 ~ ~. 
For each cardinal k choose (Zi, Yi) with card Z i >k. The k-directed union of all 
subgraphs (Y, ~) of (Zi, Yi) with card [ Y ] _< k in ~ is, obviously, the complete graph 
(Zi, Z 2). Given an arrow (Xo, xl) ~ Zi - Yi, we have a morphism f :  K 2 ~ (Zi, Z 2) 
defined by i~xi which does not factor through any subgraph of (Zi, Yi). 
(B) A topological category with locally generated objects need not have a small 
presentation. We show two examples: one satisfies, in addition, (Atom) of 2.3 for 
each cardinal n, and the other satisfies (Decomp) for each cardinal n. 
(B1) Let ~Y be the full subcategory of S(P), where P is the covariant power-set 
functor, presented by the following topological axioms: 
{U, V}~{U, V, UUV} [Zl 
for all sets Z and U, Ve PZ. Then ~Y has locally generated objects because it is closed 
under directed unions in S(P) which has locally generated objects. 
Neverthelss, (Decomp) does not hold for any cardinal n. In fact, choose incom- 
patible sets U and V of cardinality n and put X= UU V, then {U}, { V} and {X} 
are atoms in ~na[X] but 
{u}v{v}={u, v,x}={u}v{v}v{x} 
which contradicts to the unicity requirement of (Decomp). 
(B2) ~ has the same objects as S(P). The morphisms f :  (X,a)~(Y, fl) are maps 
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such that Me t~ implies 
(.) f(M) eB, and either f is one-to-one on M, 
or M'  e fl for each M' c_ f(M). 
This is a topological category because ach structured source ,Se (i.e. a collection of 
maps f :  X--, Y together with ~-objects (Y, fl) has the initial object (X,a) where 
Me a iff (.) holds for each element of Y. 
Since ~ has the same monomorphisms as S(P), it is clear that ~ has locally 
generated objects. Also the condition (Decomp) holds (for each cardinal n) for the 
same reason as in S(P): an object is n-generated iff card M< n for each Me a, and 
it is n-discrete iff card M_  n for each Me a. 
Nevertheless, (Atom) does not hold for any cardinal n. In fact, let X be a set of 
cardinality n, and let f :X - - ,X  be a map which is not one-to-one and with 
card f(X)>_ n. Then (X, {X}) is an n-discrete atom, but the corresponding final ob- 
ject is (X, Pf(X)), and this is neither an n-discrete atom, nor strongly n-generated. 
4.6. Open problems. (1) Assuming non-(M), does there exist a topological category 
over Set which has decomposable objects but not locally generated objects? And 
does there exist a topological category with a presentation i S(F), F small, which 
does not have a small presentation? 
(2) Find a topological category not over Set which has both decomposable and 
concretely locally generated objects, but does not have a small presentation. 
Remark. Concerning problem (1), it is interesting to observe that Top °p, as a con- 
crete category over Set °p, has decomposable objects. In fact, since the Sierpinski 
space is a coseparator of Top, each object in Top is ~0-cogenerated (indeed, 
3-cogenerated). 
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